
KEY CONSIDERATIONS
The attention of global investors
towards African businesses is at
growing at an unprecedented pace.
Ultimately, these businesses must
realise that they would be assessed by
the same standards applicable
internationally. Investors now effectively
take pre-investment screenings very
seriously in light of the complexities
brought about by issues like sanctioned
parties or preservation of the natural
environment.
Every industry has its own unique due
diligence requirements but there are
fundamental screening demands by
investors that run across multiple
sectors. A few of these requirements
are vetted by experts like lawyer and
are briefly discussed below.

1) ANTI-MONEY LAUNDERING
Investors are certain to carry out
enhanced due diligence checks on
companies registered and or operating
in jurisdictions notorious for financial
crimes, weak financial systems, and
porous monitoring of financial dealings.
Nigerian businesses seeking to attract
quality investments will do well to put in
place internal controls that protect their
operations from the falling foul of anti-
money laundering legislation. The
central bank of Nigeria has stringent
regulations which can be integrated into
the business practices of potentially
attractive companies which are ripe for
investments.
The Special Control Unit Against
Monitoring Laundering of the Economic
and Financial Crimes Commission in
Nigeria also mandates companies in
specialised sectors to maintain
adequate monitoring and reporting
standards against money laundering.
Compliance with these regulations
should give some comfort to an
intending investor that a business is
positioned to guard against sharp
practices.
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Ultimately, these businesses must realise that
they would be assessed by the same standards
applicable internationally. 

Nigeria’s return to democracy since
1999 has seen the rise of new industries
and improvements on existing
industries. The rapid expansion of
telecommunication services for instance
to all parts of the country is a
demonstration of the effect of this
democratic experience. 
Successive governments have spurred
foreign direct investments into major
sectors of the economy, even to sectors
outside the traditional capital intensive
oil and gas, and agro-allied industries.
The end to years of international
isolation for Nigeria has rejuvenated the
nation’s economy.
With this increased inflow of foreign
direct investment, it has fallen to
experts such as accountants and
lawyers to champion due diligence for
intending business partners. The
operating environment in Nigeria has
become far more important for foreign
investors seeking to establish
businesses in Nigeria. The top
consideration for such investments
includes the political and socio-
economic factors that can impact long-
term investments. 
It is fair to say that policies in the past
decade or so have been quite friendly
and predictable – leading to far more
investments than expected. However,
the rapid drop in oil prices and now the
unexpected impact of the Covid-19
pandemic has severely affected
business confidence globally, not just in
Nigeria. The consequence of these two
key events is that there will be demand
by investors for more stringent due
diligence checks, especially for African
businesses where public data on
companies are not readily accessible,
before transactions are concluded. 

2) POLITICAL EXPOSURE
Conflict of interest challenges are likely
to deter discerning investors from
companies with boards that have public
officials or politically exposed persons
as members. The presence of such
persons on boards or shares registers
can erode confidence during a potential
investment round.
This is not to say that all politically
exposed persons portend risks for
corporate organisations. However, the
optics of such arrangements are not
ideal for companies that seek to attract
investments, enter mergers, or position
themselves as potential takeover
targets.

3) CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
Nigeria’s public and private sector
players have recently adopted the
framework under the Code of
Corporate Governance. The Code is a
response to the global best practices in
corporate management that closes the
fissures in internal and external
functions.
It goes without saying that potential
investors will need little or no
persuasion to invest in companies that
have robust governance systems
covering independence, audit, ethics,
shareholder engagement, and reporting
functions.
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It is therefore expected that Nigerian companies
must begin to align with the global mood on ESG
concerns so they are not left behind by the
investing public.

4)ENVIRONMENTAL, 
SOCIAL, GOVERNANCE (ESG)
Since the 2015 Paris Agreement on
climate change was passed, ESG has
featured prominently in the minds of
investors. Several global investment
groups have issued warnings to boards
of companies where they hold large
investments on the urgent need to
divest from operations that threaten
the environment. Sustainable investing
is the buzzword now been promoted by
top asset and investment funds
management companies in business
forums.
Countries like the United Kingdom and
Germany have also initiated public
consultations on phasing out fossil fuel
transportation in the next decade. This
implies that investors from Europe are
likely to invest in clean and green
energy businesses going forward. 
It is therefore expected that Nigerian
companies must begin to align with the
global mood on ESG concerns so they
are not left behind by the investing
public.

CONCLUSION
The trend of global investing is shifting
towards a borderless world considering
the new realities presented by the
Covid-19 pandemic. This integration of
diverse business environments calls for
increased consultation with industry
experts in conducting due diligence
screenings before businesses frame
their pitches for investors.
Nigerian businesses should take
proactive steps by engaging legal
experts to audit their processes, so that
their level of readiness for investment is
at par with the expectations of
prospective investors.
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